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Abstract. Implicit functions represented as deep learning approximations are powerful for reconstructing 3D surfaces. However, they can only
produce static surfaces that are not controllable, which provides limited
ability to modify the resulting model by editing its pose or shape parameters. Nevertheless, such features are essential in building flexible
models for both computer graphics and computer vision. In this work,
we present methodology that combines detail-rich implicit functions and
parametric representations in order to reconstruct 3D models of people
that remain controllable and accurate even in the presence of clothing.
Given sparse 3D point clouds sampled on the surface of a dressed person, we use an Implicit Part Network (IP-Net) to jointly predict the
outer 3D surface of the dressed person, the inner body surface, and the
semantic correspondences to a parametric body model. We subsequently
use correspondences to fit the body model to our inner surface and then
non-rigidly deform it (under a parametric body + displacement model)
to the outer surface in order to capture garment, face and hair detail. In
quantitative and qualitative experiments with both full body data and
hand scans we show that the proposed methodology generalizes, and is
effective even given incomplete point clouds collected from single-view
depth images. Our models and code will be publicly released 1 .
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Introduction

The sensing technology for capturing unstructured 3D point clouds is becoming ubiquitous and more accurate, thus opening avenues for extracting detailed
models from point cloud data. This is important in many 3D applications such
as shape analysis and retrieval, 3D content generation, 3D human reconstruction
from depth data, as well as mesh registration, which is the workhorse of building
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Fig. 1: We combine implicit functions and
parametric modeling for detailed and
controllable reconstructions from sparse
point clouds. IP-Net predictions can be
registered with SMPL+D model for control. IP-Net can also register (A) 3D scans
and (B) single view point clouds.

Fig. 2: Unlike typical implicit reconstruction methods, IP-Net predicts a double
layered surface, classifying the points as
lying inside the body (R0), between the
body and the clothing (R1) and outside
the clothing (R2). IP-Net also predicts
part correspondences to the SMPL model.

statistical shape models [27,20,54]. The problem is extremely challenging as the
body can be occluded by clothing, hence identifying body parts given a point
cloud is often ambiguous, and reasoning-with (or filling-in) missing data often requires non-local analysis. In this paper, we focus on the reconstruction of human
models from sparse or incomplete point clouds, as captured by body scanners or
depth cameras. In particular, we focus on extracting detailed 3D representations,
including models of the underlying body shape and clothing, in order to make
it possible to seamlessly re-pose and re-shape (control ) the resulting dressed human models. To avoid ambiguity, we refer to static implicit reconstructions as
reconstruction and our controllable model fit as registration. Note that the registration involves both reconstruction (explaining the given point cloud geometry)
and registration, as it is obtained by deforming a predefined model.
Learning-based methods are well suited to process sparse or incomplete point
clouds, as they can leverage prior data to fill in the missing information in the
input, but the choice of output representation limits either the resolution (when
working with voxels or meshes), or the surface control (for implicit shape representations [33,29,13,14]). The main limitation of learning an implicit function
is that the output is “just” a static surface with no explicit model to control its
pose and shape. In contrast, parametric body models, such as SMPL [27] allow
control, but the resulting meshes are overly-smooth and accurately regressing
parameters directly from a point cloud is difficult (see Table 1). Furthermore,
the surface of SMPL can not represent clothing, which makes registration difficult. Non-rigidly registering a less constrained parametric model to point clouds
using non-linear optimization is possible, but only yields good results when provided with very good initialization close to the data (without local assignment
ambiguity) and the point cloud is reasonably complete (see Table 1 and Fig. 4).
The main idea in this paper is to take advantage of the best of both representations (implicit and parametric), and learn to predict body under clothing
(including body part labels) in order to make subsequent optimization-based
registration feasible. Specifically, we introduce a novel architecture which jointly
learns 2 implicit functions for (i) the joint occupancy of the outer (body+clothing)
and the inner (body) surfaces and (ii) body part labels. Following recent work
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[14], we compute a 3-dimensional multi-scale tensor of deep features from the input point cloud, and make predictions at continuous query points. Unlike recent
work that only predicts the occupancy of a single surface [14,33,29,13], we jointly
learn a continuous implicit function for the inner/outer surface prediction and
another classifier for body part label prediction. Our key insight is that since
the inner surface (body) can be well approximated by a parametric body model
(SMPL), and the predicted body parts constrain the space of possible correspondences, fitting SMPL to the predicted inner surface is very robust. Starting
from SMPL fitted to the inner surface, we register it to the outer surface (under
an additional displacement model, SMLP+D [25,6]), which in turn allows us to
re-pose and re-shape the implicitly reconstructed outer surface.
Our experiments show that our implicit network can accurately predict body
shape under clothing, the outer surface, and part labels, which makes subsequent parametric model fitting robust. Results on the Renderpeople dataset [1]
demonstrate that our tandem of implicit function and parametric fitting yields
detailed outer reconstructions, which are controllable, along with an estimation
of body shape under clothing. We further achieve comparable performance on
body shape under clothing on the BUFF dataset [61] without training on BUFF
and without using temporal information. To show that our model can be useful
in other domains, we train it on the MANO dataset [42] and show accurate registration using sparse and single view point clouds. Our key contributions can
be summarized as follows:
– We propose a unified formulation which combines implicit functions and
parametric modelling to obtain high quality controllable reconstructions
from partial/ sparse/ dense point clouds of articulated dressed humans.
– Ours is the first approach to jointly reconstruct body shape under clothing
along with full dressed reconstruction using a double surface implicit function, in addition to predicting part correspondences to a parametric model.
– Results on a dataset of articulated clothed humans and hands (MANO [42])
show the wide applicability of our approach.

2

Related Work

In this section, we discuss works which extract 3D humans from visual observations using parametric and implicit surface models. We further classify methods
in top-down (optimization based) and bottom-up (learning based).
2.1

Parametric Modelling for Humans

Parametric body models factorize deformations into shape and pose [27,20,54,22],
soft-tissue [36], and recently even clothing [11,34,49], which constraints meshes
to the space of humans. Most of current model based approaches optimize the
pose and shape of SMPL [27] to match image features, which are extracted with
bottom-up predictors [58,7,8,12,53]. Alternative methods based on GHUM[54]
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also exist[57]. The most popular image features are 2D joints [12], or 2D joints
and silhouettes [8,7,19]. Some work have focused on estimating body shape under
clothing [61,10,55], or capturing body shape and clothing jointly from scans [35].
These approaches are typically slow, and are susceptible to local-minima.
In contrast, deep learning based models predict body model parameters in a
feed-forward pass [16,43,39] and use bottom-up 2D features for self-supervision
[21,23,24,32,50,60] during training. These approaches are limited by the shape
space of SMPL, can not capture clothing nor surface detail, and lack a feedback
loop, which results in miss-alignments between reconstructions and input pixels.
Hybrid methods mitigate these problems by refining feed-forward predictions
with optimization at training[57] and/or test time[59], and by predicting displacements on top of SMPL, demonstrating capture of fine details and even
clothing [6,11]. However, the initial feed-forward predictions lack surface detail.
Predicting normals and displacement maps on a UV-map or geometry image
of the surface [9,40] results in more detail, but predictions are not necessarily
aligned with the observations.
Earlier work predicts dense correspondences on a depth map with a random
forest and fit a 3D model to them [38,37,48]. To predict correspondences from
point clouds using CNNs, depth maps can be generated where convolutions can
be performed [52]. Our approach differs critically in that i) we do not require
generating multiple depth maps, 2) we predict the body shape under clothing
which makes subsequent fitting easier, and (ii) our approach can generate complete controllable and detailed surfaces from incomplete point clouds.
2.2

Implicit Functions for Humans

TSDFs [15] can represent the human surface implicitly, which is common in
depth-fusion approaches [31,45]. Such free-form representation has been combined with SMPL [27] to increase robustness and tracking [56]. Alternatively,
implicit functions can be parameterized with Gaussian primitives [41,47]. Since
these approaches are not learning based, they can not reconstruct the occluded
part of the surface in single view settings.
Voxels discretize the implicit occupancy function, which makes convolution
operations possible. CNN based reconstructions using voxels [51,18,62] or depthmaps [17,46,26] typically produce more details than parametric models, but limbs
are often missing. More importantly, unlike our method, the reconstruction quality is limited by the resolution of the voxel grid and increasing the resolution is
hard as the memory footprint grows cubically.
Recent methods learn a continuous implicit function representing the object surface directly [13,33,29]. However, these approaches have difficulties reconstructing articulated structures because they use a global shape code, and
the networks tend to memorize typical object coordinates [14]. The occupancy
can be predicted based on local image features instead [44], which results in
medium-scale wrinkles and details, but the approach has difficulties with out of
image plane poses, and is designed for image-reconstruction and can not handle
point clouds. Recently, IF-Nets [14] have been proposed for 3D reconstruction
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Fig. 3: The input to our method is (A) sparse point cloud P. IP-Net encoder f enc(·)
generates an (B) implicit representation of P. IP-Net predicts, for each query point pj ,
its (C) part label and double layered occupancy. IP-Net uses (D) occupancy classifiers
to classify the points as lying inside the body (R0), between the body and the clothing
(R1) and outside the body (R2), hence predicting (E) full 3D shape So , body shape
under clothing Sin and part labels. We register IP-Net predictions with (F) SMPL+D
model to make implicit reconstruction controllable for the first time.
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and completion from point clouds – a mutliscale grid of deep features is first
computed from the point cloud, and a decoder network classifies the occupancy
based on mutli-scale deep features extracted at continuous point locations. These
recent approaches [14,44] make occupancy decisions based on local and global
evidence, which results in more robust reconstruction of articulated and fine
structures than decoding based on the X-Y-Z point coordinates and a global
latent shape code [13,33,29,30]. However, they do not reconstruct shape under
clothing and surfaces are not controllable.
2.3

Summary: Implicit vs Parametric Modelling

Parametric models allow control over the surface and never miss body parts,
but feed-forward prediction is hard, and reconstructions lack detail. Learning the
implicit functions representing the surface directly is powerful because the output
is continuous, details can be preserved better, and complex topologies can be
represented. However, the output is not controllable, and can not guarantee that
all body parts are reconstructed. Naive fitting of a body model to a reconstructed
implicit surface often gets trapped into local minimal when the poses are difficult
or clothing occludes the body (see Fig. 4). These observations motivate the
design of our hybrid method, which retains the benefits of both representations:
i) control, ii) detail, iii) alignment with the input point clouds.

3

Method

We introduce IP-Net, a network to generate detailed 3D reconstruction from an
unordered sparse point cloud. IP-Net can additionally infer body shape under
clothing and the body parts of the SMPL model. Training IP-Net requires supervision on three fronts, i) an outer dressed surface occupancy–directly derived
from 3D scans, ii) an inner body surface–we supervise with an optimization based
body shape under clothing registration approach and iii) correspondences to the
SMPL model–obtained by registering SMPL to scans using custom optimization.
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Training Data Preparation

To generate training data, we require non-rigidly registering SMPL [6,25] to
3D scans and estimating body shape under clothing, which is extremely challenging for the difficult poses in our dataset. Consequently, we first render the
scans in multiple views, detect keypoints and joints, and integrate these as viewpoint landmark constraints to regularize registration similarly as in [6,25]. To
non-rigidly deform SMPL to scans, we leverage SMPL+D [6,25], which is an extension to SMPL that adds per-vertex free-form displacements on top of SMPL
to model deformations due to garments and hair. For the body shape under
clothing, we build on top of [61] and propose a similar optimization based approach integrating viewpoint landmarks. Once SMPL+D has been registered to
the scans, we transfer body part labels from the SMPL model to the scans. We
provide more details in the supplementary. This process to generate training
data is fairly robust, but required a lot of engineering to make it work. It also
requires rendering multiple views of the scan, and does not work for sparse point
clouds or scans without texture.
One of the key contributions of this work is to replace this tedious process
with IP-Net, which quickly predicts a double layer implicit surface for body
and outer surface, and body part labels to make subsequent registration using
SMPL+D easy. We describe our network IP-Net, that infers detailed geometry
and SMPL body parts from sparse point clouds next.
3.2

IP-Net: Overview

IP-Net f (·|w) takes in as input a sparse point cloud, P (∼5k points), from
articulated humans in diverse shapes, poses and clothing. IP-Net learns an implicit function to jointly infer outer surface, So (corresponding to full dressed 3D
shape) and the inner surface Sin (corresponding to underlying body shape), of
the person. Since we intend to register SMPL model to our implicit predictions,
IP-Net additionally predicts, for each query point pj ∈ R3 , the SMPL body
part label I j ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} (N=14) . We define I j as a label denoting the
associated body part on the SMPL mesh.
IP-Net: Feature encoding. Recently, IF-Nets [14] achieve SOTA 3D mesh
reconstruction from sparse point clouds. Their success can be attributed to two
key insights: using a multi-scale, grid of deep features to represent shape, and
predicting occupancy using features extracted at continuous point locations,
instead of using the point coordinates. We build our IP-Net encoder f enc (·|wenc )
in the spirit of IF-Net encoder. We denote our multi-scale grid-aligned feature
representation as F = f enc (P|wenc ) and the features at point pj = (x, y, z) as
Fj = F(x, y, z).
IP-Net: Part classification. Next, we train a multi-class classifier f part (·|wpart )
that predicts, for each point pj , its part label (correspondence to nearest SMPL
part) conditioned on its feature encoding. More specifically, f part (·|wpart ) predicts a per part score vector D j ∈ [0, 1]N at every point pj
D j = f part (Fj |wpart ).

(1)
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Then, we classify a point with the part label of maximum score
Ij =

arg max (D jI ).

(2)

I∈{0,...,N −1}

IP-Net: Occupancy prediction. Previous implicit formulations [29,33,44,14]
train a deep neural network to classify points as being inside or outside a single
surface. In addition, they minimize a classification/ regression loss over sampled
points, which biases the network to perform better for parts with large surface
area (more points) over smaller regions like hands (less points).
The key distinction between IP-Net and previous implicit approaches is that
it classifies points as belonging to 3 different regions: 0-inside the body, 1-between
body and clothing and 2-outside. This allows us to recover two surfaces (inner Sin
and outer So ), see Fig. 2 and 3. Furthermore, we use an ensemble of occupancy
−1
I
j
j
3
classifiers {f I (·|wI )}N
I=0 , where each f (·|wI ) : F 7→ o ∈ [0, 1] is trained
j
j
j
to classify a point p with features F into the three regions o ∈ {0, 1, 2},
oj = arg maxi oji . The idea here is to train the ensemble such that f I (·|wI )
performs best for part I, and predict the final occupancy oj as a sum weighted
by the part classification scores DjI ∈ R at point pj
j

o =

arg max oji ,
i

j

o =

N
−1
X
I=0

D jI · f I (Fj |wI ),

(3)

thereby reducing the bias towards larger body parts. After dividing the space in
3 regions the double-layer surface is extracted from the two decision boundaries.
IP-Net: Losses IP-Net is trained using categorical cross entropy loss for both
N −1
part-prediction (f part ) and occupancy prediction ({f I }I=0
).
IP-Net: Surface generation We use marching cubes [28] on our predicted
occupancies to generate a triangulated mesh surface.
We provide more implementation details in the supplementary.
3.3

Registering SMPL to IP-Net Predictions

Implicit based approaches can generate details at arbitrary resolutions but reconstructions are static and not controllable. This makes these approaches unsuitable for re-shaping and re-posing. We propose the first approach to combine
implicit reconstruction with parametric modelling which lifts the details from
the implicit reconstruction onto the SMPL+D model [6,25] to obtain an editable surface. We describe our registration using IP-Net predictions next. We
use SMPL to denote the parametric model constrained to undressed shapes, and
SMPL+D (SMPL plus displacements) to represent details like clothing and hair.
Fit SMPL to implicit body: We first optimize the SMPL shape, pose and
translation parameters (θ, β, t) to fit our inner surface prediction Sin .
Edata (θ, β, t) =

X
1 X
1
d(v i , M) + w ·
d(v j , Sin ),
|Sin |
|M|
v i ∈Sin

v j ∈M

(4)
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where v i and v j denote vertices on Sin and SMPL surface M respectively.
d(p, S) computes the distance of point p to surface S. In our experiments we set
w = 0.1
Additionally, we use the part labels predicted by IP-Net to ensure that correct
parts on the SMPL mesh explain the corresponding regions on the inner surface
Sin . This term is critical to ensure correct registration (see Table 2 and Fig. 5)
Epart (θ, β, t) =

N −1
1 X X
d(v i , MI )δ(I i = I),
|Sin |

(5)

I=0 v i ∈Sin

where MI denotes the surface of the SMPL mesh corresponding to part I and I i
denotes the predicted part label of vertex v i . The final objective can be written
as follows
E(θ, β, t) = wdata Edata + wpart Epart + wlap Elap ,
(6)
where Elap denotes a Laplacian regularizer. In our experiments we set the blancing weights wdata/part/lap to 100, 10 and 1 respectively based on experimentation.
Register SMPL+D to full implicit reconstruction: Once we obtain the
SMPL body parameters (θ, β, t) from the above optimization, we jointly optimize the per-vertex displacements D to fit the outer implicit reconstruction
So .
1 X
1 X
d(v j , So )
(7)
Edata (D, θ, β, t) =
d(v i , M) + w ·
|So |
|M|
v i ∈So

4
4.1

v j ∈M

Dataset and Experiments
Dataset

We train IP-Net on a dataset of 700 scans [2,3] and test on held out 50 scans [1].
We normalize our scans to a bounding box of size 1.6m. To train IP-Net we need
paired data of sparse point clouds (input) and the corresponding outer surface,
inner surface and correspondence to SMPL model (output). We generate the
sparse point clouds by randomly sampling 5k points on our scans, which we voxelize into a grid of size 128x128x128 for our input. We use the normalized scans
directly as our ground truth dressed meshes and use our method for body shape
registration under scan to get the corresponding body mesh B (see supplementary). For SMPL part correspondences, we manually define 14 parts (left/right
forearm, left/right mid-arm, left/right upper-arm, left/right upper leg, left/right
mid leg, left/right foot, torso and head) on SMPL mesh and use the fact that
our body mesh B, is a template with SMPL-topology registered to the scan; this
automatically annotates B with the part labels. The part label of each query
point in R3 , is the label of the nearest vertex on the corresponding body mesh
B. Note that part annotations do not require manual effort.
We evaluate the implicit outer surface reconstructions against the GT scans.
We use the optimization based approach described in Sec. 3.1 to obtain ground
truth registrations.
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Register
SMPL+D

Outer Inner
reg. reg.

(a) Sparse point cloud
(b) IF-Net [14]
(c) Regress SMPL+D params
(d) IP-Net (Ours)

14.85 NP*
13.88 NP*
32.45 NP*
3.67 3.32

Table 1: IP-Net predictions, i.e. the outer/ inner surface and correspondences to SMPL are
key to high quality SMPL+D registration.
We compare the quality (vertex-to-vertex error in cm) of registering to (a) point cloud,
(b) implicit reconstruction by IF-Net[14], (c)
regressing SMPL+D params and (d) IP-Net
predictions. NP* means ‘not possible’.

A.

B.

C.

E.

D.

Incorrect
pose
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Outer Inner
(a) outer only
11.84 11.62
(b) outer+inner
11.54 11.14
(c) outer+inner+parts 3.67 3.32
Table 2: We compare three possibilities
of registering the SMPL model to the
implicit reconstruction produced by IPNet. (a) registering SMPL+D to outer
implicit reconstruction, (b) registering
SMPL+D using the body prediction and
(c) registering SMPL+D using body and
part predictions. We report vertex-tovertex error (cm) between the GT and
predicted registered meshes.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Missing
Hand

Fig. 4: We compare quality of SMPL+D registration for various alternatives to IP-Net.
We show A) colour coded reference SMPL, B) the input point cloud, C) registration
directly to sparse PC, D) registration to IFNet [14] prediction and E) registration to
IP-Net predictions. It is important to note that poses such as sitting (second set) are
difficult to register without explicit correspondences to the SMPL model.

4.2

Outer surface reconstruction.

For the task of outer surface reconstruction, we demonstrate that IP-Net performs better or on par with state of the art implicit reconstruction methods,
Occ.Net [29] and IF-Net [14]. We report the average bi-directional vertex-tosurface error of 9.86mm, 4.86mm and 4.95mm for [29], [14] and IP-Net respectively. We show qualitative results in the supplementary. Unlike [29,14] which
predict only the outer surface, we infer body shape under clothing and body
part labels with the same model.
4.3

Comparison to Baselines

The main contribution of our method is to make implicit reconstructions controllable. We do so by registering SMPL+D model [8,25] to IP-Net outputs:
outer surface, inner surface and part correspondences. This raises the the following questions, “Why not a) register SMPL+D directly to the input sparse
point cloud?, b) register SMPL+D to the surface generated by an existing reconstruction approach [14]? c) directly regress SMPL+D parameters from the
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Register, single
view point cloud

Outer
reg.

Inner
reg.

15.90

NP*

14.43
5.11

NP*
4.67

Sin. view PC
Sin. view PC + IP-Net
correspondences (Ours)
IP-Net (Ours)

Table 3: Depth sensors can provide single
depth view point clouds. We report registration accuracy (vertex-to-vertex distance
in cm) on such data and show that registration using IP-Net predictions is significantly
better than alternatives. NP* implies ‘not
possible’.

A.

B.

C.

D.

B.

C.

Register with IP-Net Outer
correspondences
reg.
Sparse point cloud
Scan
IP-Net (Ours)

Inner
reg.

13.93
3.99
3.67

NP*
NP*
3.32

Table 4: An interesting use for IP-Net is
to fit the SMPL+D model to sparse point
clouds or scans using its part labels. This is
useful for scan registration as we can retain
the details of the high resolution scan and
make it controlable. We report vertex-tovertex error in cm. See Fig. 6 for qualitative
results. NP* implies ‘not possible’.

D.

B.

C.

D.

Fig. 5: We highlight the importance of IP-Net predicted correspondences for accurate
registration. We show A) color coded SMPL vertices to appreciate registration quality
and three sets of comparative results. In each set, we visualize B) the input point cloud,
C) registration without using IP-Net correspondences and D) registration with IP-Net
correspondences. It can be seen that without correspondences we find problems like
180◦ flips (dark colors indicate back surface), vertices from torso being used to explain
arms etc. These results are quantitatively corroborated in Table 2.

point cloud? and d) How much better is it to register using IP-Net predictions?”.
Table 1 and Fig. 4 show that option d) (our method) is significantly better than
the other baselines (a,b and c). To regress SMPL+D parameters (Option c), we
implement a feed forward network that uses a similar encoder as IP-Net, but
instead of predicting occupancy and part labels, produces SMPL+D parameters. We notice that the error for this method is dominated by misaligned pose
and overall scale of the prediction. If we optimise the global orientation and
scale of the predictions, this error is reduced from 32.45cm to 7.25cm which is
still very high as compared to IP-Net based registration (3.67cm) which requires
no such adjustments. This experiment provides two key insights, i) it is significantly better to make local predictions using implicit functions and later register
a parametric model, than to directly regress the parameters of the model and ii)
directly registering a parametric model to an existing reconstruction method [14]
yields larger errors than registering to IP-Net outputs (13.88cm vs 3.67cm).
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A.

C.

B.

A.

C.

B.

A.

B.
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C.

Fig. 6: IP-Net can be used for scan registration. As can be seen from Table 1, registering
SMPL+D directly to scan is difficult. We propose to predict the inner body surface
and part correspondences for every point on the scan using IP-Net and subsequently
register SMPL+D to it. This allows us to retain outer geometric details from the scan
while also being able to animate it. We show A) input scan, B) SMPL+D registration
using IP-Net, C) scan in a novel pose. See video at [4].
A.

B.

C.

D.

A.

B.

C.

D.

Fig. 7: Implicit predictions by IP-Net can be registered with SMPL+D model and hence
reposed. We show, A) input point cloud, B) corresponding SMPL+D registration and
C,D) two instances of new poses.

4.4

Body Shape under Clothing

We quantitatively evaluate our body shape predictions on BUFF dataset [61].
Given a sparse point cloud generated from BUFF scans, IP-Net predicts the
inner and outer surfaces along with the correspondences. We use our registration
approach, as described in Sec. 3.3 to fit SMPL to our inner surface prediction
and evaluate the error as per the protocol described in [61]. It is important to
note that the comparison is unfair to our approach on several counts:
1. Our network uses sparse point clouds whereas [61] use 4D scans for their
optimization based approach.
2. Our network was not trained on BUFF (noisier scans, missing soles in feet).
3. The numbers reported by [61] are obtained by jointly optimizing the body
shape over entire 4D sequence, whereas our network makes a per-frame prediction without using temporal information.
We also compare our method to [55]. We report the following errors (mm): ([61]
male: 2.65, female: 2.48), ([55] male: 17.85, female: 18.19) and (Ours male: 3.80,
female: 6.17). Note that we did not have gender annotations for training IPNet and hence generated our training data by registering all the scans to the
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A.

B.

D.

C.

A.

B.

D.

C.

Fig. 8: Single depth view point clouds (A) are becoming increasingly accessible with
devices like Kinect. We show our registration using IP-Net (B) and reposing results
(C,D) with two novel poses using such data.
A.

A.

B.

B.

C.

A.

D.

B.

B.

A.

A.

B.

A.

C.

D.

B.

Fig. 9: We extend our idea of predicting implicit correspondences to parametric models
to 3D hands. Here, we show results on MANO hand dataset [42]. In the first row
we show A) input PC, B) surface and part labels predicted by IP-Net, C) registration
without part correspondences, and D) our registration. Registration without part labels
is ill-posed and often leads to wrong parts explaining the surface. In the second row
we show A) input single-view PC and B) corresponding registrations using IP-Net.

‘male’ SMPL model. This leads to significantly higher errors in estimating the
body shape under clothing for ‘female’ subjects (we think this could be fixed by
fitting gender specific models during training data generation). We add subject
and sequence wise comparison in the supplementary. We show that our approach
can accurately infer body shape under clothing using just a sparse point cloud
and is on par with approaches which use much more information.
4.5

Why is correspondence prediction important?

In this experiment, we demonstrate that inner surface reconstruction and part
correspondences predicted by IP-Net are key for accurate registration. We discuss
three obvious approaches for this registration:
(a) Register SMPL+D directly to the implicit outer surface predicted by IP-Net.
This approach is simple and can be used with any other existing implicit
reconstruction approaches.
(b) Register SMPL to the inner surface predicted by IP-Net and then non-rigidly
register to the outer surface (without leveraging the correspondences).
(c) (Ours) First fit the SMPL model to the inner surface using correspondences
and then non-rigidly register SMPL+D model to the implicit outer surface.

IP-Net: Combining Implicit Functions and Parametric Modelling
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We report our results for the aforementioned approaches in Table 2 and Fig. 5. It
can clearly be seen (Fig. 5, first set) that the arms of the SMPL model have not
snapped to the correct pose. This is to be expected when arms are close to the
body and no joint or correspondence information is present. In the second set,
we see that vertices from torso are being used to explain the arms while SMPL
arms are left hanging out. Third set is the classic case of 180◦ flipped fitting
(dark color indicates back surface). This experiment highlights the importance
of inner body surface and part correspondence prediction.

4.6

Why not independent networks for inner & outer surfaces?

IP-Net jointly predicts the inner and the outer surface for a human with clothing. Alternatively, one could train two separate implicit reconstruction networks
using an existing SOTA approach. This has a clear disadvantage that one surface cannot reason about another, leading to severe inter-penetrations between
the two. We report the average surface area of intersecting mesh faces which
is 2000.71mm2 for the two independent network approach, whereas with IP-Net
the number is 0.65mm2 , which is four orders of magnitude smaller. We add qualitative results in the supplementary. Our experiment demonstrates that having
a joint model for inner and outer surfaces is better.
4.7

Using IP-Net Correspondences to Register Scans

A very powerful use case for IP-Net is scan registration. Current state-of-the art
registration approaches [6,25] for registering SMPL+D to 3D scans are tedious
and cumbersome (as described in Sec. 3.1). We provide a simple alternative
using IP-Net. We sample points on our scan and generate the voxel grid used
by IP-Net as input. We then run our pre-trained network and estimate the
inner surface corresponding to the body shape under clothing. We additionally
predict correspondences to the SMPL model for each vertex on the scan. We then
use our registration (Sec. 3.3) to fit SMPL to the inner surface and then nonrigidly register SMPL+D to the scan surface, hence replacing the requirement
for accurate 3D joints with IP-Net part correspondences. We show the scan
registration and reposing results in Fig. 6 and Table 4. This is a useful experiment
that shows that feed-forward IP-Net predictions can be used to replace tedious
bottlenecks in scan registration.
4.8

Registration From Point Clouds Obtained from a Single View

We show that IP-Net can be trained to process sparse point clouds from a single
view (such as from Kinect). We show qualitative and quantitative results in
Fig. 8 and Table 3, which demonstrate that IP-Net predictions are crucial for
successful fitting in this difficult setting. This experiment highlights the general
applicability of IP-Net to a variety of input modalities ranging from dense point
clouds such as scans to sparse point clouds to single view point clouds.
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Hand Registration

We show the wide applicability of IP-Net by using it for hand registration. We
train IP-Net on the MANO hand dataset [42] and show hand registrations to full
and single view point cloud in Fig. 9. We report an avg. vertex-to-vertex error
of 4.80mm and 4.87mm in registration for full and single view point cloud respectively. This experiment shows that the idea of predicting implicit correspondences to a parametric model can be generically applied to different domains.
Limitations of IP-Net. During our experiments we found IP-Net does not
perform well with poses that were very different than the training set. We also
feel that the reconstructed details can be further improved especially around the
face. We encourage the readers to see supplementary for further discussion.

5

Conclusions

Learning implicit functions to model humans has been shown to be powerful
but the resulting representations are not amenable to control or reposing which
are essential for both animation and inference in computer vision. We have presented methodology to combine expressive implicit function representations and
parametric body modelling in order to produce 3D reconstructions of humans
that remain controllable even in the presence of clothing.
Given a sparse point cloud representing a human body scan, we use implicit
representation obtained using deep learning in order to jointly predict the outer
3D surface of the dressed person and the inner body surface as well as the semantic body parts of the parametric model. We use the part labels to fit the
parametric model to our inner surface and then non-rigidly deform it (under
a body prior + displacement model) to the outer surface in order to capture
garment, face and hair details. Our experiments demonstrate that 1) predicting
a double layer surface is useful for subsequent model fitting resulting in reconstruction improvements of 3mm and 2) leveraging semantic body parts is crucial
for subsequent fitting and results in improvements of 8.17cm. The benefits of our
method are paramount for difficult poses or when input is incomplete such as single view sparse point clouds, where the double layer implicit reconstruction and
part classification is essential for successful registration. Our method generalizes
well to other domains such as 3D hands (as evaluated on the MANO dataset)
and even works well when presented with incomplete point clouds from a single
depth view, as shown in extensive quantitative and qualitative experiments.
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